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Some applications need 
more efficient methods



Conjunction-Aware Word-level (CAW) Coref

1. We revisit Word-Level coreference resolution (Dobrovolskii, 2021)


2. We identify two routine error cases of this model


3. We update the training and close the relative gap with SOTA by 
~35% (CONLL F1 on OntoNotes English; +0.9% absolute)
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1. Word-Level coreference resolution

Previous end-to-end systems (Lee et al., 2017):


1. Create O(n²) span representations  
2. Compare O(n⁴) span pairs

Dobrovolskii, Vladimir. "Word-Level Coreference Resolution." Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing. 2021.
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2. Routine WL-coref errors with conjunctions
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3. Update training data and retrain
To train WL-coref, you need:


1. Word-level coreference data


2. Word-to-span data


Dobrovolski (2021) selects the syntactic head of the span as the 
word that depends on a word outside of the span. 
—> Tom and Mary 

We define the coordinating conjunction as head when present. 
—> Tom and Mary 


+0.9% absolute gain, ~35% relative gain with SOTA (CONLL F1)
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Wrapping up
Still gains to be had for efficient coreference resolution. 
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Appendix: link-append system
Bohnet, Bernd, Chris Alberti, and Michael Collins. "Coreference Resolution through a seq2seq Transition-Based 
System." Transactions of the Association for Computational Linguistics 11 (2023): 212-226.



Appendix: autoregressive-structure-prediction
Liu, T., Jiang, Y., Monath, N., Cotterell, R., & Sachan, M. (2022). Autoregressive structured prediction with language 
models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2210.14698.



Appendix: full results table



Appendix: some examples


